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Abstract
Data from online social networks carry enormous potential for psychological research, yet
their use and the ethical implications thereof are currently hotly debated. The present work
aims to outline in detail the unique information richness of this data type and, in doing so, to
support researchers when deciding on ethically appropriate ways of collecting, storing,
publishing, and sharing data from online sources. Focusing on the very nature of social
networks, their structural characteristics and depth of information, a detailed and accessible
account of the challenges associated with data management and data storage is provided. In
particular, the general non-anonymity of network data sets is discussed, and an approach is
developed to quantify the level of uniqueness that a particular online network bestows upon
the individual maintaining it. Using graph enumeration techniques, it can be shown that
comparatively sparse information on a network is suitable as a sociometric marker that allows
for the identification of an individual from the global population of online users. The
impossibility of anonymizing specific types of network data carries implications for ethical
guidelines and research practice. At the same time, network uniqueness opens up
opportunities for novel research in psychology.

Keywords: social network analysis, social network sites, anonymization, research ethics,
graph enumeration
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Online Social Network Data as Sociometric Markers
Ever since the dramatic rise of online social network sites (SNS; boyd & Ellison,
2008) and their subsequent impact on research (Wilson, Gosling, & Graham, 2012), debates
have sprung up regarding ethically appropriate ways of obtaining and managing digitally
derived network data for research purposes. An understanding of what is and is not
appropriate in handling specific types of online data is vital if psychologists and researchers
from neighbouring disciplines want to utilise this unprecedented wealth of information.
It is generally accepted that research opportunities in the online domain bring about
novel challenges in terms of research ethics, and this is reflected in ongoing efforts to amend
existing ethical codes of conduct (British Psychological Society, 2013; Fiske & Hauser, 2014;
Kraut, Olson, Banaji, Bruckman, Cohen, & Couper, 2004; National Research Council, 2014).
While the most prominent debates and arguments have centred on the process of data
collection, e.g., issues of obtaining informed consent from potentially unsuspecting users of
SNS (Gleibs, 2014; Fiske & Hauser, 2014; Moreno, Goniu, Moreno, Diekema, 2013;
Puschmann & Bozgad, 2014; Shah, Cappella, & Neuman, 2014) in field studies with or
without experimental manipulation, fewer arguments have focused on the actual properties of
network data. Specifically, the highly characteristic structure mapped out in a social network
can render anonymization efforts ineffective (Hay, Miklau, Jensen, Towsley, & Weis, 2008;
Narayanan & Shmatikov, 2009; Zimmer, 2010) and as such privacy protection for the people
forming the contacts within the network can no longer be guaranteed.
This paper provides an argument for a more general non-anonymity in SNS data and
to raise awareness of the magnitude of the resulting challenges and opportunities among
researchers. To this end, we will demonstrate the considerable information richness that can
easily be obtained from users of SNS services. We do so by using graph enumeration
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techniques that are not normally considered in psychology and other behavioural sciences.
Our analyses highlight, in a way that is hopefully accessible to a wider range of academic
disciplines and researchers, in what ways SNS data are truly complex, why this should inform
ethical practice in research, and where the wider implications of the use of digital network
data lie. The extreme uniqueness of SNS data, according to our argument, forms a highly
diagnostic sociometric marker of the network holder, even in the absence of most other
contextual information. This marker is akin to a digital signature or “digital DNA” and
necessitates additional consideration on the side of the researcher when storing, publishing, or
sharing data regardless of attempts at anonymization.
In the following, we will describe the data structure of online social networks and the
role this type of data plays in current research. We will then turn to the general uniqueness
problem. The core part of the present work is a computational argument and simulation
showing that a comparatively simple network structure, as used in recent studies, carries
information sufficient to place an individualised sociometric marker on most users in the
global population. This approach provides some simple means of assessing the general level
of data uniqueness and relates this level to practical recommendations.
Current perspectives on SNS research
The research history of SNS spans barely more than a decade (boyd & Ellison, 2008; Wilson
et al., 2012) and is dynamically expanding. The potential that SNS data hold for research has
been realised from early on (Lewis, Kaufman, Gonzalez, Wimmer, & Christakis, 2008), and
network statistics have been presented that amply demonstrate the impressive amount of
information amassed on these sites (Ugander, Karrer, Backstrom, & Marlow, 2011). Online
network processes and structures have become increasingly important concepts to a wide
range of research areas, from word-of-mouth marketing (Brown, Broderick, & Lee, 2007) to
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collaborative learning (de Laat, Lally, Lipponen, & Simons, 2007) to online vulnerability
(Buglass, Binder, Betts, & Underwood, 2016) and psychological well-being (Brooks, Hogan,
Ellison, Lampe & Vitak, 2015). SNS are of particular interest in the online domain since they
contain digital information to map out both non-centred, or whole, networks and ego-centric
networks, or ego-nets. The main focus here is on such ego-nets, composed of one ego and
alters as nodes, the alter-alter ties and, optionally, ego and alter attributes (Crossley, Bellotti,
Edwards, Everett, Koskinen, & Tranmer, 2015). Psychologists are typically interested in such
personal networks as attributes of individuals, in studies that relate network characteristics to
outcome variables at the individual level (e.g., Brooks et al., 2015; Buglass et al., 2016).
Obtaining such data is now within easy reach of social and behavioural scientists not
traditionally concerned with digital data extraction techniques.1 However, the research history
to date has been fraught with difficulties and debates on ethical principles (see, for example,
Fiske & Hauser, 2014; Gleibs, 2014; Moreno et al., 2013; Zimmer, 2010). As studies switch
from a physical to a virtual environment, parts of the codes of research ethics that have been
developed on the basis of direct or human-mediated contact between researcher and
participant require modification. While the practical importance of research ethics varies
from discipline to discipline, it lies at the heart of psychology as the science of human
behaviour, and core debates on general research ethics have taken place within a
psychological frame. It is generally agreed that active human participation of any sort
necessitates adherence to basic ethical principles, often stated as confidentiality, informed
consent, and a participant’s right to withdraw themselves or their data from a study (APA,
2010; Kraut et al., 2004; National Research Council, 2014). Relevant funding bodies stipulate
demonstration of adherence as do academic outlets for publication. Correspondingly, ethical
guidelines are part of national research frameworks and are embedded in the research policy
of academic institutions.
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Bodies concerned with the development of online ethical guidelines have focussed
mostly on issues of informed consent as in the case of accessing private, or semi-private, user
information through internet services without explicit user permission (British Psychological
Society, 2013; National Research Council, 2014; see also Moreno et al., 2013, for a
discussion of informed consent in the online public vs. private domain). In other words, the
focus is mostly on the process of data collection and on the context in which this happens,
less on issues arising from particular qualities of the data obtained. While the former are
comparatively well-known challenges, the latter require a deeper level of analysis. We argue
that the amount and complexity of information readily obtainable from SNS, in collaboration
with these services or with individual service users, is unprecedented and far surpasses the
circumscribed data sets that are generated for most studies published in psychology. This
generates a new need to understand what digital data exactly researchers are obtaining and
handling.
At first, the sheer amount of information available through internet services is
impressive. Findings reported on the basis of larger and richer data sets are often seen as
more convincing, and more ‘valid’, by reviewers, editors, auditors, the media, and wider
audiences. While larger data sets carry more statistical power, it is important to be aware of
the standards set by computational disciplines such as Computer Science on this dimension.
Behavioural track data on hundreds of thousands of SNS users are no rarity and sometimes
make small effect sizes eminently publishable (e.g., Bond, Fariss, Jones, Kramer, Marlow,
Settle, et al., 2012; Kramer, Guillory, & Hancock, 2014). While concerns have been raised
regarding the interpretations based on such data sets (Ruths & Pfeffer, 2014), the ethical
dimensions of having large amounts of information at the disposal of researchers have rarely
been discussed (see Gleibs, 2014, for an overview).
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A particular challenge lies with the anonymization of SNS data. Simply re-labelling
nodes, the listed contacts, in a network does not remove the structural information that the
location and connectedness of a particular node within the network carry. This first became
apparent in the attempts to make a comparatively small Facebook data set on 1640 users
publicly available (Kaufman et al., Zimmer, 2010). Since all users shared a common location
and could be placed within a particular time window, individual users were at risk of
becoming recognisable despite removing their names. This version of the anonymization
problem, more technically speaking, can be conceptualised as a re-matching of a list of
known names to a set of nodes. In a more general form, works by Narayanan and Shmatikov
(2009) and Hay et al. (2008) on re-identification shows how anonymized nodes in large
networks of, say, 106 SNS users become identifiable if sufficient independent information is
held for particular users. Our own approach presents a different anonymization problem
based on the type of information that psychologists are likely to collect in network studies.
We argue that SNS users become identifiable by necessity based on comparatively few pieces
of information on their ego-net, easily collected in small-sample research.
The non-anonymity of SNS data can seriously compromise adherence to the
fundamental principles of research ethics, in particular where confidentiality is concerned. A
participant’s right to withdraw data from a study is not challenging in the case of ego-nets.
Either data are in the public domain and can be obtained through observational methods, or
data collection necessitates some form of interaction between researcher and participant, and
procedures for data withdrawal can be put in place. Likewise, Moreno et al. (2013) provide a
detailed analysis of issues surrounding informed consent based on the stated purpose of web
services, their terms and conditions of use, and their privacy policies. Confidentiality, as the
last and potentially most profound principle, can only be maintained through careful
consideration of issues surrounding data archiving and data access. If, as we argue, some ego-
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net data have to be treated as a unique participant identifier in themselves, then researcher
awareness is crucial when handling such information. To date, online data do not hold a
specific recognised status, in contrast to, for example, protected health information (PHI)
under US law. This lack of status necessitates a closer look at how long-term confidentiality
can safely be maintained when network data are part of a research project.
With these points in mind, we will next outline the uniqueness of ego-nets in a stepby-step manner, following in the footprints of a researcher from the social-behavioural
sciences, rather than as a stringent mathematical treatment. This, we hope, will help to make
the complexity of ego-net data more appreciated in fields that focus less on computational
issues.
The uniqueness problem of SNS data
Our basic argument is that a comparatively small number of alters can be interconnected in so
many different ways that each specific ego-net is highly likely to be unique to an individual
within the world population. The information contained in the network structure takes on the
role of a sociometric marker. In the context of the present work, we will call this the
uniqueness problem of social network data. The uniqueness problem echoes classical debates
in psychology on the diagnostic values of stereotypical attributes and personality traits. How
a set of social attributes and the variability on these attributes influence person perception lies
at the heart of memory models of social cognition (e.g., Linville, Fischer, & Salovey, 1989;
Linville & Fischer, 1993). Given sufficient variability on a small number of social attributes,
a perceiver will be able to differentiate between two members of the same group with a
sufficiently high likelihood. Following this logic, it should be possible to determine how
many attributes at which level of variability are necessary to, say, allow for an individual
profile for each human being on the planet. Similarly, trait-based personality models were
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introduced to psychology together with the claim that they allowed for nuanced profiles to
emerge for individuals at a comparatively low number of traits (Cattell, 1943; 1949). We
argue that information on networks, even where composed from very few attributes, is far
more precise and therefore of much higher diagnostic value.
For our analyses, we will follow the traditional formalisation of a social network as a
graph – an abstract set of nodes (online contacts, people) and edges (social ties, any other
form of connection). The computation of graph properties lies at the heart of Social Network
Analysis (Scott, 2013) and other applications of graph theory (Gross & Yellen, 2005). It does
not matter, in the present context, whether SNS data are conceptualised as ego-nets or whole
networks. In the following examples, an investigation of the alter nodes, without considering
the edges involving ego, is sufficient to outline the uniqueness problem. Alter nodes and
edges provide a simplified graph model of the ego-net, and the only important thing to keep
in mind is that such a graph will not contain any truly isolated alters. Every alter node is
connected with any other through the ego at the very least. A real-life example is provided by
Figure 1 which shows a Facebook network of 138 alters arranged in such a way as to
demonstrate clustering. Every node in this graph visualisation shares an invisible tie with the
anonymous ego of this particular Facebook account.
This assumption makes it possible to apply some standard techniques for graph
enumeration to ego-nets. Graphs, of course, are notorious for creating mathematical problems
of exceeding computational complexities (Cooke, 2011; Köbler, Schöning, & Toran, 1993).
The challenges of simple graphs have become known to wider audiences through the
traveling salesman (or salesperson) problem (Cooke, 2011), but most researchers with a
background in psychology will have come close to similar problems in their statistics
training. Combinatorics, as used to illustrate statistical sampling problems, have a lot to do
with graph enumeration which we will use in the following for a quantified demonstration of
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how social network data are bound to form sociometric markers, even in fully anonymized
format and with sparse information.
Scenario 1 – Networks containing unique nodes
Consider a network where all members are known by name. This would be equivalent to a
graph consisting of unique, identifiable nodes. Assuming only one type of social tie and the
fact that the network is held together by ego, how many different ways are there to distribute
edges over all possible alter-alter pairs? Figure 2 illustrates this problem in the form of graphs
and corresponding tie matrices.
The number of all possible graphs at a given network size n is determined directly by
the number of edges in the graph (k = (n2 - n)/2) and is u = 2k. A small clique of 10
identifiable alters could be connected in u = 245 = 35,184,372,088,832 different ways, and a
Facebook network of 150 alters (which may or may not be the average network size of a
Western adult user; see Dunbar, Arnaboldi, Conti, & Passarella, 2015; Duggan, Lenhart,
Lampe, & Ellison, 2015) could manifest itself in 211,175 different combinations. If we take u
as our measure of uniqueness, it would be safe to say that the way in which a specific set of
online contacts is structured is highly unique to this set, in particular when u gets compared to
the global population, currently at below 233.
It is important to note that 2k provides an upper limit to this sort of complexity. In
reality, online social networks are much more likely to assume some structures than others,
with significant and characteristic clustering observable (Buglass et al., 2016). In fact, it has
been argued that the distribution of online network indices will be restricted to certain
boundaries given human cognitive capacity limits (Dunbar et al., 2015). However, even
discarding more than 99.99% of all possible combinations as humanly irrelevant would leave
211,175 divided by, say, 214 = 211,161 combinations for the average Facebook network size.
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While a truthfully labelled graph is rarely of relevance to researchers after data have
been obtained, the combinatorics rely on the non-interchangeability of nodes, not on the use
of true names of contacts. Replacing real names with any other set of labels will not change
the uniqueness score of an ego-net. A response to this issue could be to fully anonymize the
graph, but this will only change the uniqueness property of the data if anonymization is
irreversible and all information on a node’s identity is removed from the data set. This is the
scenario to be considered next.
Scenario 2 – Networks containing interchangeable nodes
The anonymization of network data means that the examples in Figure 2 no longer apply. In
Figure 2, all nodes and every edge (A-E, C-B, D-E and so forth) are unique. Anonymization
renders both nodes and edges interchangeable. This does not mean that graphs lose all their
characteristics. What is left in terms of structural information can be expressed as the number
of non-isomorphic graphs, given a particular network size. Two graphs are non-isomorphic if
they cannot be rendered identical through standard operations on their topology such as
rotating, reflecting, stretching, and so forth. The number of non-isomorphic structures
depends, again, on the number of nodes and edges. As a result, u will be dramatically smaller
than 2k, but the numbers are still growing exponentially with network size. Figure 3 picks out
three non-isomorphic structures for a small network of four nodes and their isomorphic
variants, a-d.
For anonymized graphs, u can be calculated using Polya’s Theory of Counting or
Polya-Redfield counting (Gross & Yellen, 2005). This way of counting imposes non-trivial
computational demands as network size grows, but it can be used here for small numbers to
provide a direct comparison with non-anonymized graphs. Polya counting can be stated as a
colouring problem: How many different ways are there to colour in all edges of a graph?
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Again, different here means discounting for any rotating, stretching, or moving around of
nodes. For Polya counting, a cycle index polynomial is needed, a summative expression of all
the different ways in which permutations can happen within the graph, and this can then be
expanded by inserting the desired number of colours and counting the resulting terms when
expanding the polynomial expression. At the outset, two colours can be used to represent the
presence and absence of ties, in line with our model of an ego-net. This way, the process of
counting will cover all graphs of a given size at all possible densities. In other words, the
two-colour counting task yields the number of non-isomorphic graphs after complete
anonymization of nodes. The use of two colours is illustrated in Figure 3 by the two different
types of edges in the graphs. Using the appropriate cycle index polynomial for graphs of size
n = 4, the number of non-isomorphic graphs is u = 11, as compared to 26 = 64 for nonanonymized nodes; for n = 5 u = 35, as compared to 210 = 1024.
There is still the possibility that larger graphs, of average Facebook size, may
compromise a user’s privacy in the sense that the network structure itself, even without any
further ego or alter attributes, is sufficiently unique to be regarded as a user’s digital
signature. Comparing the structures of several online ego-nets of average size against each
other, however, requires considerable resources in terms of data access and computation. 2 For
smaller isolated segments of an ego-net, the example figures suggest that the uniqueness
problem is substantially reduced.
Scenario 3 – Networks containing interchangeable nodes and their categorical
information
While anonymization brings the uniqueness problem down to a more manageable scale, it is
important to consider that data on alter-alter ties may also include additional information on
alters, for example, basic demographics. Such information would be relevant in virtually any
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piece of psychological research. In fact, there are few reasons for psychologists to deliver a
structural network analysis without any additional information on the egos and alters
involved. Gender composition or age groups within a social network, emotional closeness to
alters, duration of relationships, family or friendship bonds – there are numerous examples
that would strike any researcher as potentially useful information.
Any piece of information that is available on alters, however, exacerbates the
uniqueness problem to considerable degrees since it requires expanding the set of colours
used in Polya counting. This is because with further alter attributes there are more than two
types of ties to consider. Take sex of alters as an example. In its most condensed form, this
information would necessitate three colours to designate three types of ties: no tie, same-sex
tie, cross-sex tie. It would be more appropriate, however, to use four colours: no tie, femalefemale, male-male, and female-male, and there may be expansions of these classifications.
Any alter variable with three categories would allow us to distinguish between seven types of
ties, and so forth. More formally speaking, the number of required colours c using just one
categorical variable is c = (m2 - m)/2 + m + 1 where m is the number of categories. Suppose
that we have more than just one alter attribute such as sex of alters plus alter-alter kinship. At
this very basic level, we would need at least five colours to characterise network ties: no tie,
same-sex related, same-sex unrelated, cross-sex related, cross-sex unrelated. As is shown in
Figure 4, alter attributes bring back variety to the network graphs thereby rendering
isomorphic structures distinguishable again.
It is in a way obvious that the complexity of anonymized graphs will grow
exponentially the more information is available on alters and their social ties. Just how
complex is demonstrated in Figure 5 that illustrates the outcome of some Polya counting
exercises manageable to researchers outside of computation-heavy disciplines.
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Taking the numbers from non-anonymized graphs as a comparison, it becomes
obvious that the combination of alter-alter ties with even the simplest alter attributes elevates
levels of uniqueness substantially. With just one dichotomous attribute such as gender, the
possible combinations grow beyond the 2k that hold for non-anonymized networks. While
there is no clear-cut algorithm for bigger network sizes within easy reach, it is clear that 2k
will provide a lower boundary for u at best whenever any alter attributes are part of the data
structure. This means that a small ego-net or a cluster within a larger network comprising of
no more than 10 alters, for example, can bring u to levels that would allow for identifying
every single user in the global population. The likelihood of any two users to produce the
same network, or even network clusters, is getting smaller and smaller the more alter
attributes are added to the investigation and becomes negligible for what we would deem
small networks (e.g., 20 nodes) and few dichotomised attributes (e.g., 3).
As with non-anonymized networks, it needs to be stressed that the vast majority of
possible graphs would stand very little chance of manifesting themselves in the field. What
would be the likelihood of encountering an all-male network of 150 nodes with maximum
density, i.e., with all possible interconnections in place? But once again, even discarding
99.99% of all possible combinations would reduce their numbers by a mere factor of 10,000,
not nearly enough to get the magnitude of u, even for small ego-nets, down into the regions
of the world population.
Implications and Recommendations
The purpose of outlining the uniqueness problem of online network data in the present work
is to draw attention to particular characteristics of data that are of outstanding value to
psychological research, yet have no strong history within the discipline. By demonstrating
why, how, and to which extent such data can act as sociometric markers, we intend to raise
the profile of this data type within the discipline and to contribute to a timely ethical debate
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on digital data management. While a lot of information to be found on social media can be
gathered through observation of a public online space without raising any particular ethical
concerns (Moreno et al., 2013), there is also information obtainable that presents a unique
trace to individual users, even with anonymization measures in place. This potentially
compromises the adherence to the ethical principle of confidentiality and has implication for
data archiving and sharing.
The uniqueness problem would be a minor one at best in the offline world where there
is no service provider controlling a digital data base of all the information of interest.
Information on offline networks does not exist, until it is created and compiled by a
researcher, shows no compatibility with information on others’ networks, unless manually
formatted in specific ways, is typically safeguarded by ego and likely to depend on selfreports and so forth – restrictions that do not hold for digitally managed data. The analogy
would be to come across the fully sequenced genetic code of an individual, without a name
tag, but with the certainty that the code is on file somewhere. Further, (a) the code can be
visualised in such a way that it becomes accessible to human perception, (b) substantial parts
of the code link with those of other individuals, likewise on file, and (c) developing ways of
exploiting this information is currently prioritised by academics and non-academics.
Two main points of criticism can be raised against the uniqueness problem: these are
changes in network structure over time and feasibility of computation. Online networks are
not stable since users add and, far less frequently, delete contacts. This change affects
structural properties of the network and means that a sociometric marker is bound to become
invalid over time. While changes are most likely to occur on the periphery of an ego-net,
among looser connections, established clusters of online friendship ties are much more likely
to remain stable due to their additional offline maintenance as well as due to stabilising
processes such as structural balancing (Binder, Howes, & Smart, 2012; Szell, Lambiottte, &
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Thurner, 2010). Focusing on the more central clusters within an ego-net also increases the
feasibility of computation. As our simulation shows, even a sub-part of an ego-net of about
20 alters can easily exhibit uniqueness to a problematic extent.
While researchers and practitioners in psychology are used to handling sensitive
information, and this receives ample space in ethical protocols, it is doubtful that the sensitive
nature of network data is easily recognised. To return to an earlier example of a study design
that contains both sensitive clinical data constituting PHI and data on online networks:
Reviewers, commentators and institutional research boards would traditionally devote much
more thought on the former data type than the latter and focus on the dissociation of known
identifiers from the PHI. In such a case, however, identification of individuals may happen
through the network information instead of other identifiers in the wider data set. This needs
to be considered when it comes to data archiving for future re-use and sharing within larger
collaborations. In psychology, the recurrent use of data sets is so far mostly known to those
working in the health and clinical domains where comprehensive longitudinal data sets are
generated and shared (e.g., Grant et al.; 2004). Again, such information can differ crucially
from online network data and requirements for appropriate data archiving will depend on the
precise data type.
The detailed analysis of the uniqueness problem allows for the systematic derivation of
a set of hierarchical recommendations for managing online network data. Taken together,
these recommendations can be applied to a wide range of study formats and designs, from the
computation of social network indices across a larger number of ego-nets to the illustration of
detailed case studies of a limited number of networks.
1. Where possible treat the full information gathered on online ego-nets as raw data
requiring confidentiality. In many cases, data archiving requirements and research
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collaboration needs can be satisfied by the sharing and publishing of data sets that contain
aggregate ego-net characteristics (such as density or clustering indices) together with other
individual-level variables. This information does not typically allow for deanonymization.
Unless other details on the online location of the ego-net are disclosed, e.g., the name of a
Facebook group, uniqueness will be very low. This case is analogous to publishing network
visualisations, another core area of Social Network Analysis. Visualisations come with
drastic information loss for larger networks and do not normally allow for a reconstruction of
the full network data set.
2. In case of a requirement to publish or share the actual network data, researchers
should consider the approximate level of data uniqueness. If the mere structural information
is to be considered with fully interchangeable nodes, as outlined in Scenario 2, uniqueness
will be very low and deemed unproblematic. Indeed, these are the data sets that are currently
accessible to researchers for further analyses, which will inevitably be restricted to structural
features (e.g., Dunbar, Arnaboldi, Conti, & Passarella, 2015). Note that with growing
network size and stability, user identifiability becomes more feasible. The uniqueness
problem does not fully disappear. Since online structures are likely to undergo at least some
change over time, however, these concerns can be alleviated in most cases.
3. Where full network data are to be published or shared beyond mere structure,
consideration of uniqueness levels should be taken into account more explicitly. Uniqueness
will be highly sensitive to the number of additional variables recorded for alters, to a much
higher degree than any amount of information known about the ego. This is outlined in
Scenario 3. As Figure 5 illustrates, any additional type of alter-alter tie that can be defined
raises uniqueness by about the magnitude of ten. This means, only the most basic of
demographic information, e.g., alter gender, alter age band, can safely be stored with the
structural information, and only so in a very small number of variables, e.g., not exceeding
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three. For as long as contextual information on the ego does not provide further clues to the
online network location, these small amounts of alter-alter information are unlikely to cause
problems.
4. The sharing and publication of network data containing more and richer
information on alter-alter ties is the case that requires most attention from researchers. In
such cases, routine anonymization efforts are likely to be ineffective due to high levels of
uniqueness. The threshold is very low. In line with our estimates so far, once three basic
demographic variables are reached, a network of typical size, and even the larger clusters in
it, can be regarded as a highly personalized sociometric marker. Several options can provide a
remedy (see Corti, Van den Eynden, Bishop, & Woollard, 2014, for a general discussion of
good practice in data archiving). Access to the data may be controlled such that third parties
have to register and request access and agree to terms and conditions of data use.
Alternatively, or even in addition to access restrictions, variables can be split up into separate
data sets with no immediate correspondence between cases. This would prevent third parties
from reconstructing the full network information. Similarly, it may be useful to remove some
of the alter attributes from the full data set, which would strongly decrease uniqueness, and to
report information on these as statistical aggregates.
It is hoped that these recommendations will help researchers to avoid any pitfalls
when dealing with network data. At the same time, there are considerable research
opportunities that arise from a study of online networks. The uniqueness problem stems from
enormous data richness and the high diagnostic potential associated with social networks.
These network properties, from our perspective, are still awaiting productive exploitation in
psychology. Data uniqueness should therefore not only be seen as challenging, but should
also provide further inspiration and facilitation of the research process when it comes to study
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design, obtaining ethical approval from institutional research boards and the writing of grant
proposals, in particular when it comes to demonstrating competent data management.
We conclude by noting that the uniqueness problem touches on issues of general
online security and the rules governing public and semi-public cyberspace. Cybersafety and
cybercrime provide the main context for studies on online anonymization problems (Hay et
al., 2008; Narayanan & Shmatikov, 2009), and in this context ethical considerations for the
purposes of research appear to be of secondary interest. User privacy and identifiability,
however, are quickly turning into everyday concerns and are no longer confined to particular
user groups as the recent case of FindFace demonstrates (Frankle, 2016). FindFace is an
application for automated facial recognition that can be used to match any publicly obtained
image to any other online source. In analogy to the uniqueness problem, this is another
instance of identifiability of individuals within a global user population based on a specific
marker, here facial features, by digital means. All such scenarios come with novel
opportunities and challenges, and an awareness of those among psychologists is important to
ensure the discipline’s currency.
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Footnotes
1

Ease of access varies and is often subject to the current terms and conditions of

particular web services. Research on Facebook ego-nets, for example, has been substantially
complicated since a change to the application-programmer interface in 2015. Such
fluctuations notwithstanding, online network information that is visible to users is also, in
principle, usable for research purposes.
2

In the world of online data, researchers are advised to think in the area of millions of

users rather than at the scale of experiment-based samples. Full computation may not always
be feasible. For very large networks stochastic methods have to be used, as in a recent
analysis of the full Facebook graph (Research at Facebook, 2016).
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Figure 1. Example of a Facebook ego-net containing 138 nodes displayed to maximise
distinctiveness of clusters. Edges in red represent female-female ties, blue male-male, green
female-male. Long curved ties are those bridging clusters.
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Figure 2. Graph combinations in non-anonymized networks. A-E represent individual
contacts (alters) of the network owner (ego). All alters are therefore connected with each
other at least through an indirect connection via ego, as is the case for node B in the third
model from the left.
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Figure 3. Anonymized graphs leading to isomorphic structures (a-d) that are
indistinguishable from each other. Lines in black refer to actual ties, lines in white to the
absence of ties.
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Figure 4. Anonymized graphs with minimum information on alter sex added. Previously
indistinguishable structures a-d, as in Figure 3, are now distinguishable from each other.
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Figure 5. Uniqueness of a network depending on network size (number of nodes) and number
of colours (c) needed to account for all types of alter-alter ties in the graph.

